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Abstract
Micro-bearings have many applications in computer devices, such as CPU fans or hard disc drives. So far, rolling
bearings and slide bearings have been used, for example micro-bearing with smooth journal and sleeve surface, which
is known as FDB - Fluid Dynamic Be aring. Actually, latter versions of micro-bearings are being launched to the
market: Ex-FDB - Extra Fluid Dynamic Bearing. This type of bearings was fabricated by putting some micro-grooves
filled with oil on its internal surfaces. Ex-FDB's are characterized by reduced level of generated noise and guarantee
long failure-free fan life, reaching 120 000 hours.
In this paper we present our numerical calculations of the friction force and the friction coefficient in the
parabolic micro-bearing.
Micro-bearing gap height is very low, often less then 1 micrometer, therefore capillarity and adhes ion forces
cause an increase of oil viscosity ne ar the journal and sleeve surfaces. Due to this f act a val ue of hydrodynamic
pressure in micro-bearing gap also increases, what resu lts in observe d changes of capacity, friction f orces and
friction coefficient values.
The influence of adhesion and capillarity on friction force and friction co efficient of oil in micro-bearing hasn' t
been considered from analytical point of view so far.
This paper presents numerical results of computed va lues of friction forces and friction coefficient for parabolic
micro-bearing in comparison to values for classical parabolic bearing.
Keywords: adsorption, adhesion, capillary forces, micro-bearing lubrication

1. Introduction
Slide micro-bearings are finding more and more applications. A classic example is the slide
bearings in fans of computers and HDD drives. Another example of pneumatic slide microbearings is dental contra-angle handpieces. Slide micro-bearings used in HDD drives and fans are
designated with a symbol, FDB – Fluid Dynamic Bearing. Currently, newer versions of the sliding
micro-bearings are put on the market, known as Extra Fluid Dynamic Bearing (Ex-FDB).
Sliding micro-bearings most frequently work at high rotational speeds from a few to tens of
revolutions per minute at low loads.
In this paper, the authors will present the results of numerical calculations of distribution of
hydrodynamic pressure, capacity force, friction force and friction coefficient in a parabolic slide
micro-bearing, lubricated using classic oil, considering the adhesion forces that occur in super thin
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boundary layers [1, 3-7, 12].
The aim of this study is to compare the value of the load-bearing forces, friction forces and
coefficients of friction occurring in a parabolic sliding micro-bearing lubricated with classic oil,
considering changes in viscosity from adhesion forces with the values of load-bearing forces,
friction forces and friction coefficients obtained in numerical calculations when changes of
viscosity from adhesion forces are not taken into account.
An equation describing the change in hydrodynamic pressure has been derived analytically
from the basic motion equations, i.e. the momentum conservation equation, the equation of stream
continuity after the appropriate boundary conditions have been applied [8-11].
For analytical and numerical calculations, laminar steady flow of lubricant is assumed, with
classical Newtonian properties.
The geometry of the micro-bearing journal with a parabolic surface including depressions is
shown in Fig. 1.
The slot of a modern sliding micro-bearing differs significantly from a classic slide bearing
slot, as it is incised with micro or nanodepressions with various shapes. Most often, the shape is
that of a herringbone or a spiral [2]. Also considered are groove-shaped depressions arranged
axially or peripherally [10, 11].

Fig. 1. Parabolic journal for hy drodynamic micro-bearing: a) circumferential or longitudi nal grooves on the
parabolic sleeve, b) longitudinal or circumferential grooves on the parabolic journal

The mathematical equation describing such a slot can be written down in the following form
[10]:
k
ª
º
H T (M , ] p , t ) H «1  Oh (] p , t ) cosM  H g1 ¦ (1) n HK (M  0.5nMT )» ,
n 0
¬
¼
(1)
k
ª
º
H T (M , ] p , t ) H «1  Oh (] p , t ) cosM  H g1 ¦ (1) n HK (] p  0.5n] T )»,
n 0
¼
¬
where:
0 d M < 2S,  bp d ]p d bp,
Hg1{Hg/H, Hg - groove height,
Op
- relative eccentricity,
H
- micro-bearing radial clearance,
HK
- heaviside function,
MT, ]T - values that specify the period of depressions.
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The present study also includes dynamic viscosity changes resulting from the impact of
adhesion forces in a super-thin layer of lubricant. The dynamic viscosity of the oil lubricating the
slide micro-bearing is then the sum of classical viscosity and viscosity resulting from the effects of
adhesion forces. The value of the total dynamic viscosity is determined from the following
relationship:
b c y 2 d y  f º
ª
K M , y p , ] p Ko «1  aK k  K e K p K p K »,
(2)
HT
¬
¼
where:
k - curvature (the inverse of the radius of curvature),
aK, bK, cK,dK fK - experimental coefficients,
Ko - characteristic dimensional value of dynamic viscosity.
2. Distribution of hydrodynamic pressure in a sliding micro-bearing slot
For a parabolic sliding micro-bearing, we assume the following indicators of curvilinear
coordinates: D1=M, D2=yp, D3=]p. These coordinates are shown in Fig. 1. In addition, the following
indications for the journal have been assumed: a1 - smallest radius of the parabolic journal,
a - largest radius of the parabolic journal, 2bp - bearing length.
The Reynolds-type equation based on which the distribution of hydrodynamic pressure was
determined by the authors through solving equations of motion, i.e. the momentum equation and
the stream continuity equation. These equations were solved in a parabolic coordinate system,
using simplifications characteristic of a thin boundary layer and corresponding boundary
conditions. The modified Reynolds equation for a parabolic slide micro-bearing has the following
form [10]:
H
º
º hM w ª hM § w p w padh ·H T
w ª§ w p w padh · T
¸ AK dy p »
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where:
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As M , y p , ] p , t {

yp

AK M , y p , ] p , t {

yp

³ K K
0

1

³K K
0

HT

adh

dy p
,

1
³0 K  Kadh dy p

dy p  As M , y p , D 3 , t
adh

HT

yp

³ K K
0

dy p ,

(4)

adh

where:
0dypdHT, 0dM<2ST1, 0dT1<1 and bpd]pdbp for parabolic journal,
HT(M, ]p,t) - the total height gap,
padh
- hydrodynamic pressure changes resulting from allowing for adhesion,
K=K(M, ]p) - dynamic viscosity,
t
- time,
For the parabolic journal shape of the sliding micro-bearing, we have the following
coefficients:
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hM

a cos2 / p1] p1 , h]

1  4 / p1 / Lp1 sin 2 / p1] p1 cos / p1] p1 ,
2

(5)
/ p1 {

b
]
a  a1
, L p1 { p , ] p1 { p .
a
a
bp

3. Friction forces and friction coefficients for the parabolic micro-bearing
The friction force components in the direction of the M and ]p coordinates are determined based
on the following known relationships:
ª
wv º
ª
w v] º
FRM ³³ « K  K adh M »
hM h] dMd] p , FR] ³³ « K  K adh
(6)
hM h] d M d ] p ,
»
wy p ¼»
w y p ¼»
«
«
: ¬
: ¬
y p HT
y
H
p

T

where:
:
- lubrication surface,
vM,v] - dimensional velocity components in the direction of M, ]p.
By substituting the respective functions of the velocity vector components [10] to the formula
(11) and then simplifying it, we obtain the following forms of equations for the circumferential
peripheral component FRM and longitudinal FR] of the friction force:
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The coefficient of friction is derived from the following relationship:

Pp

FRM

2

 FR]

2

C(totp )

,

(9)

where:
Ctot - capacity force for the parabolic sliding bearing.
4. Numerical calculations

Numerical calculations of the distribution of hydrodynamic pressure, capacity force, friction
force and coefficient of friction were performed using Mathcad 14 and own calculation procedures
based on the finite difference method. In the first place, pressure distributions were determined
using partial differential equation (3). Calculations were performed using the Reynolds boundary
condition. The numerical integration area was contained within the following limits: 0dMdMk,
bpd[pdbp. The height gap was assumed for the numerical calculations in the following form:
HT = H(1+OpcosM),
where:
Op - relative eccentricity,
H - radial clearance.
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Figure 2 presents the results of numerical calculations of hydrodynamic pressure distribution
for the relative eccentricityO=0.4 and O=0.6 and the following calculation: smallest radius of the
journal a1=0.0012 m, largest radius of the journal a=0.0015 m, relative radial clearance \ 
radial clearance H=210-6 m, bearing length 2bp=0.003m, bearing dimensionless length Lp1=bp/a=1,
lubricating oil dynamic viscosity K=0.020 Pas, the surface curvature coefficient k=1000 m-1,
angular velocity Z=754 s1, experimental factors including the impact of adhesion on viscosity
change: aK=0.000040 m, bK=0.000001 m, cK=22.222222 m, dK=33.333333 m-1, fK=12.500000,
characteristic dimensional value of hydrodynamic pressure po=ZKR2/H2, po=1.675 MPa.
Figures 2a and 2c present the distributions of hydrodynamic pressure in the parabolic sliding
micro-bearing slot lubricated using classic Newtonian oil without taking into account changes in
viscosity from adhesion forces.
Figures 2b and 2d present the distributions of hydrodynamic pressure in the parabolic sliding
micro-bearing slot lubricated using classic Newtonian oil taking into account changes in viscosity
from adhesion forces.
The values of the capacity forces and friction forces for the eccentricity ratio Op=0.1 to Op=0.9
considering changes of viscosity from adhesion forces, and without considering them are shown in
Fig. 3 and 4.
If the eccentricity ratio varies from Op=0.1 to Op=0.9, the maximum values of hydrodynamic
pressure vary from 0.4 MPa to 110.7 MPa and the aerodynamic lift acting in the direction of the yp
axis varies from 1.78 N to 196.80 N.
For the numerical calculations presented, the end of the oil film, with the Reynolds boundary
condition, is located, respectively from Mk=3.794 rad from Mk=3.418, with a suitably changing
eccentricity ratio from Op=0.1 to Op=0.9.
a = 0.0015 [m], Lp1=bp/a=1, K  >Pas], Z >1/s], po=1.675 [MPa]

Oil film end

a

without adhesion
Op =0.4
Mk =3.706 [rad]
Cy=9.01 [N]
pmax=2.25 [MPa]

with adhesion
Op =0.4
Mk =3.706 [rad]
Cy=9.63 [N]
pmax=2.39 [MPa]

aa

b)

a)
Oil film end

a

without adhesion
Op =0.6
Mk =3.629 [rad]
Cy=20.18 [N]
pmax=5.79 [MPa]

with adhesion
Op =0.6
Mk =3.629 [rad]
Cy=21.66 [N]
pmax=6.26 [MPa]

c)

a

a

d)

Fig. 2. The pressure distributions in hyperbolic micro-bearings caused by the rotation in circumferential direction:
a) without influences of adhesion forces on the oil viscosity, b) with viscosity changes caused by the adhesion

The friction coefficient values calculated using formula (9) are shown in Fig. 5. The values are
also calculated considering changes of viscosity from adhesion forces and passing over the influences.
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Fig. 5. The friction coefficient Pp with and without adhesion force influences
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5. Observations and conclusions

1. Longitudinal component of friction force in a parabolic sliding micro-bearing is minimal.
2. Dynamic viscosity changes resulting from taking adhesion forces into account result in an
increase in the aerodynamic force in the sliding micro-bearing. For an eccentricity ratio
of Op=0.1 to Op=0.9, the aerodynamic force increases from 4% to 21%, respectively, compared
to the value of the aerodynamic force without considering the influence of adhesion.
3. Dynamic viscosity changes resulting from taking adhesion forces into account result in an
increase in the friction force in the parabolic sliding micro-bearing. For an eccentricity ratio of
Op=0.1 to Op=0.9, the friction force increases from 31% to 118%, respectively, compared to the
value of the friction force without considering the influence of adhesion.
4. A similar situation is observed for the coefficient of friction. For an eccentricity ratio of Op=0.1
to Op=0.9, the friction factor increases from 26% to 80%, respectively, compared to the value
of the friction factor without considering the influence of adhesion.
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